Abstract. The objective of the research is to offer a methodology providing a feasible functionality of context-aware systems for the users. The systems are considered consisting of a set of knowledge sources. These sources are involved in knowledge fusion processes to support the systems functionalities. The core of the methodology is knowledge fusion patterns. They characterize knowledge sources involved in the knowledge fusion processes in terms of preservation/change of the sources' autonomies and structures. In the methodology, the patterns are used to specify the requirements to the knowledge sources from the systems to ensure the full systems functionalities. Matching the system's requirements against the user's requirements to the system functionality and the user's constraints on the sources of information and knowledge enables to offer feasible system functionality to the users.
Introduction
With the rapid development of ambient intelligence, pervasive and ubiquitous computing technologies the decision support systems are progressing toward becoming context aware. The importance of the knowledge fusion technology for the context-aware decision support systems (CADSSs) is reasoned by the intention of this technology. The objective of knowledge fusion is to integrate information and knowledge from multiple sources into some common knowledge that may be used for decision making and problem solving or may provide a better insight and understanding of the situation under consideration [1] , [2] , [3] , i.e. knowledge fusion facilitates situation awareness and improves decision making. The main distinguishing feature of knowledge fusion lies in creation of a synergic effect from the integration of information and knowledge.
Methodologies for information system design and development distinguish different components comprising the systems. Processes, functions, people, information, and technology [4] ; functions, resources, data, and material or immaterial outputs [5] ; resources, context model, context processing engine/services, context storages, and context security rules/polices [6] are some examples of such components. The interactions of the systems' components determine the system behavior.
The objective of the present research is to offer a methodology providing a feasible functionality of CADSSs for the user. The CADSSs are considered consisting of a set of knowledge sources. In terms of the systems' components presented above, these sources are used 25 to represent system components (resources, people, contexts), provide system components (data, information, knowledge, functions with corresponding outputs), participate in system components (processes), etc. The system behavior and its functionality are determined by the interactions of the knowledge sources, which interact to share, exchange, and integrate/fuse the information/knowledge that they provide and to support the systems' functionalities.
The core of the methodology is knowledge fusion patterns [7] . The patterns were revealed based on the investigation of the knowledge fusion processes occurring in a CADSS for the emergency management domain. The contribution of the present paper is one of the possible pattern applications, that is the pattern-based methodology for design of CADSSs. A deep discussion about the patterns themselves goes beyond the scope of this paper.
The knowledge fusion patterns describe the knowledge fusion effects produced by the knowledge sources, specify states of the knowledge sources involved in knowledge fusion, and lift the effects at the ontology level. In the proposed methodology, the patterns are used to specify requirements to the knowledge sources from the system to ensure the system functionality. Generally, the set of knowledge fusion patterns includes patterns that can be used to specify the system's requirements ensuring the overall system functionality. Nevertheless, this work is limited to the patterns covering only the context-aware phase of the CADSS. It is the very phase where the system manifests its context-aware behavior.
The rest of the paper is as follows. The related research is briefly outlined in Section 2. Section 3 gives an overview of possible knowledge fusion results and introduces the elements of the language for the description of the knowledge fusion patterns. Section 4 presents the knowledge fusion results found in the CADSS for emergency management and provides specifications for the elements of the knowledge fusion patterns relevant to the discussion of the proposed methodology. The pattern-based methodology is presented in Section 5. The main results and limitations are discussed in the Conclusion.
Related Research
Methodologies for development of context-aware systems consider various classes of requirements important for the system design. They are the requirements to design any information system, the requirements of the classic distributed systems, the requirements of ubiquitous and pervasive systems, etc. This Section analyses only the requirements relevant to get the system context-aware. Such requirements specify the systems' needs in order that they could execute their context-aware functions, support context-aware decisions, and provide context-aware recommendations.
Some methodologies and approaches [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] specify requirements to the tasks that the systems have to support to be context-aware. The systems, for instance, have to be able to represent, model, interpret, store, update context, be adaptable to the contexts, support reconfiguration mechanisms, etc.
Other approaches [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] specify requirements regarding to the information relevant to the systems in order to they could fulfill their tasks. The needed information concern the locations, statuses (activities), and availabilities of the systems' resources including devices, services, users; the amount of possible users, the user preferences and other user characteristics (personal information, capabilities, and so on); the time, etc.
One more group of approaches [16] , [17] , [18] specifies requirements to the sources providing information in the systems. These requirements address adaptability of the operational states of the sources to the context, controllability of the sources' modalities, controllability of the sources' characteristics and locations, manageability of the sources, ability of the sources to cooperate, requirements to the access techniques, response time, etc.
The methodology proposed in this work specifies requirements to knowledge sources, which are the CADSS' constituents. The requirements address the autonomies and structures of the 26 sources. The knowledge sources get the CADSS context-aware due to their involvement in the knowledge fusion processes. The proposed methodology contributes to other existing methodologies for design and development of context-aware systems in the consideration of the knowledge fusion patterns for the specification of the requirements to the systems' resources and/or sources.
Knowledge Fusion Patterns
As it is said in the Introduction, knowledge fusion is characterized by creation of a synergic effect. That is, knowledge fusion results in appearance of a new knowledge. Based on the analysis of knowledge fusion studies, a number of knowledge fusion processes giving rise to different results have been distinguished:
1. Integration of multiple knowledge sources into a new knowledge object, which is a new knowledge source [19] , [20] . 2. Intelligent fusion of huge amounts of heterogeneous data / information from a wide range of distributed sources into a form which may be used by systems and humans as the foundation for problem solving and decision making [1] , [2] . The intelligence assumes the consideration of the semantic contents of the sources being fused. 3. Integration of knowledge from various knowledge sources resulting in a completely different type of knowledge or new idea how to solve the problem [21] , [22] , or integration of different types of knowledge (domain, procedural, derived, presentation, etc.) resulting in a new knowledge type [3] . 4. Inference of explicit knowledge from information/knowledge hidden in knowledge sources being integrated or fused [23] . 5. Combining knowledge from different autonomous knowledge sources in different ways in different scenarios that results in discovery of new relations between the knowledge from different sources or/and between the entities this knowledge represents [24] , [25] . 6. Re-configuration of knowledge sources to achieve a new configuration with new capabilities or competencies or knowledge exchange to improve capabilities or competencies through learning, interactions, discussions, and practices [26] . 7. Knowledge exchange to improve capabilities or competencies through learning, interactions, discussions, and practices [26] . 8. Involving knowledge from various sources in problem solving, which results in a solution [27] . From the analysis above it is noticed that different processes can produce the same results, and different results may be outcomes of the same process. The following not mutually exclusive kinds of new knowledge produced as the knowledge fusion results are distinguished:
 a new knowledge source (the result of the process 1);  a new knowledge created from data/information (the result of the process 2);  a new type of knowledge (the result of the process 3);  a new problem solving method or idea how to solve the problem (the result of the process 3);  a new knowledge about the conceptual scheme (new relations, concepts, properties, etc.
(the result of the processes 4 and 5);  new capabilities/competencies of a knowledge object (an object that produces or contains knowledge) (the result of the processes 6 and 7);  a solution for the problem (the result of the process 8). Knowledge fusion involves multiple sources in the integration processes. Autonomies and structures of such sources have been chosen as the concepts in terms of which knowledge fusion patterns are revealed. In the context-aware systems integration of information/knowledge refers to the process of integration of their conceptual structures. Therefore, source's structure is an obligatory concept taken into account by the integration. In this research, by sources' structures the conceptual structures representing the knowledge in the knowledge sources are meant.
Autonomy creates awareness of the reliability of information/knowledge represented in the sources. The consideration of the knowledge source autonomy concept is reduced to the consideration of relations existing between knowledge sources regardless of their structures. Autonomous knowledge source is an independent source having no relationships with other sources. Such source can get changed at any time, at that, the changes in this source produce no changes in other sources. On the contrary, non-autonomous source is linked to other (nonautonomous) sources. Changes in a non-autonomous source produce appropriate changes in the related sources.
CADSSs operate in dynamic environments. Information and knowledge represented in the environmental sources that are related to the internal system sources (i.e., the environmental sources and system ones are non-autonomous) are considered to be more reliable than information/knowledge represented in the autonomous environmental sources. An argument in favor of this is any changes in the linked (non-autonomous) environmental sources are reflected in the system sources.
The patterns measure knowledge fusion outcomes in terms of preservation/change of the structures and autonomies of the initial and target knowledge sources, and in terms of the results the knowledge fusion processes produce in the system.
Initial knowledge sources are the sources that are integrated leading to the emergence of a new knowledge (producing some knowledge fusion result). The sources resulting from the knowledge fusion or enclosing the knowledge fusion result are referred to as target knowledge sources.
The knowledge fusion patterns are described using a pattern description language [7] . The detailed presentation of the patterns elements is as follows:
Name: a name to refer to the pattern Problem: a problem the knowledge fusion process solves Solution: a meaningful description of the knowledge fusion process Initial knowledge source(s): knowledge sources(s) that are integrated leading to producing some knowledge fusion result Target knowledge source(s): knowledge sources(s) resulting from the knowledge fusion or enclosing the knowledge fusion result Related pattern (may be omitted): an alternative pattern that can be used instead of the described one or in parallel or after termination of the described pattern Exception (may be omitted): a description of cases when the pattern is not applicable Autonomy pre-states: the degree of autonomy of knowledge sources before the knowledge fusion process. Three degrees are provided for: autonomous, non-autonomous, and n/a (for a non-existing knowledge source) Result in the system: the result the knowledge fusion process produces in the CADSS Result in ontology terms: ontology-based generalization of the result produced Post-states: the degrees of preservation of knowledge sources autonomies and structures after the knowledge fusion process completes. For the knowledge sources autonomies the degrees introduced in the pre-state descriptions are kept on. Three degrees of preservation of the knowledge sources structures are provided for: preserved, changed, and new (for a new knowledge source) Schematic representation: the knowledge fusion process represented schematically Stage: the stage of the CADSS scenario where the knowledge fusion process occurs. In this work, the patterns usage in the pattern-based methodology for design of CADSSs is offered. Prior to discuss this methodology, the CADSS for the emergency management domain is investigated for presence of the knowledge fusion results in its scenario and the pattern elements that are relevant to the discussion of the methodology are introduced.
4 Context-Aware Decision Support System for Emergency Management
The CADSS for emergency management in intended to support decisions on planning emergency response actions. The system scenario follows two main phases: preliminary and executive. At the preliminary phase an application ontology, which describes knowledge of the emergency management domain, is built. This ontology specifies knowledge to describe the emergency situations happening in this domain along with the problems requiring solutions in these situations. The application ontology is a knowledge source fusing two types of knowledge: domain and problem-solving. The executive phase concerns context-aware support of the decision maker with alternative decisions, decision implementation, and archiving. The focus of this paper is the executive phase.
Knowledge Fusion Results
A two-level representation of emergency situation is used in the CADSS. At the first level the situation is represented by abstract context that is an ontology-based intentional model of the situation. The abstract context represents knowledge relevant to support decisions in the current emergency situation. This knowledge is captured from the application ontology. The result of the capturing is unrelated slices of the application knowledge. The abstract context fuses these slices into one knowledge piece. As well as the application ontology the abstract context represents knowledge of two types. Figure 1 depicts an example of the abstract context built for the fire situation. Referring to the domain knowledge, this abstract context, along with other issues, specifies that services provided by emergency teams and fire brigades are required in the fire situation. These teams and brigades can use ambulances, fire engines and special-purpose helicopters for transportation. The problem-solving knowledge is collapsed in the "Emergency response" class. This class specifies subproblems to solve the problem of planning fire response actions and methods for the problems solving. Some examples of subproblems are the routing problem, the problems of search for and selection of available emergency teams and firefighter brigades.
The knowledge fusion result produced at the stage of the abstract context creation is a new knowledge source (the abstract context) of the same type as the initial knowledge source (the application ontology). The application ontology preserves its structure and autonomy; the abstract context becomes an autonomous knowledge source with a proper structure. The process of the abstract context creation is generalized by the simple fusion pattern (Table 1) . Although in the table the application ontology is indicated as the single initial knowledge source, the target knowledge source is the result of fusion since it fuses multiple pieces of knowledge captured from this ontology. In the abstract context the captured knowledge may result in discovery of new relationships between the knowledge unrelated in the application ontology. These relationships are the result of deductive inference. Generally, any kind of knowledge representation items can be inferred. The inferred items are considered as a knowledge fusion result that is a new knowledge. As this result is a consequence of the integration of multiple pieces of the application knowledge, it is considered as the result of knowledge fusion. The inferred knowledge is introduced in the abstract context, hereby changing its structure. In the case of the abstract context refinement the abstract context plays the role of the initial and target knowledge source at the same time. The process of the abstract context refinement is generalized by the extension pattern (Table 2) . At the second level the emergency situation is represented by operational context that is an instantiation of the abstract context for the actual circumstances. The operational context is produced through the semantic fusion of data/information from multiple environmental resources within the ontological structure of the abstract context. For this the resources organize a resource network. Nodes of this network represent the resources; network arcs signify the order of the nodes execution.
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Firstly the operational context is a copy of the abstract context with structural elements for the representation for values of the concepts properties or with default values in these elements. As soon as the resources start instantiating this copy, they lose their autonomies. When all the properties have acquired values, i.e. the concepts have become instantiated, the operational context is produced. At that, information from the resources is constantly coming into this context. The operational context and the environmental resources are related over the period of decision making and decision implementation. In practice, the operational context represents the map of the area around the emergency event where the situation dynamic is represented (the mobile responders are moving, the traffic situation is changing, etc.) (Figure 2) .
The knowledge fusion results obtained at the stage of the operational context producing are 1) the operational context is a new knowledge source; 2) this context is a knowledge source created from data/information; and 3) the operational context represents knowledge of a new dynamic type. The abstract context preserves its structure and autonomy when the operational context is produced. The operational context is a new non-autonomous knowledge source. The instantiated fusion pattern (Table 3 ) generalizes the process of the operational context producing. As it is said above, the operational context fuses the information from the environmental resources. Nevertheless, the abstract context is considered as the initial knowledge source in the pattern. The reason of this is that the abstract context is the primary basis for the operational context. The abstract contexts are reusable components of the CADSS. The reuse of an abstract context in settings when the available resources are not intended to solve the problems specified in this context may result in finding alternative resources. For instance, one unavailable method can be substituted for a sequence of methods providing by the available resources. This leads to a new configuration of the resource network. Figure 3 illustrates the case when the abstract context specifies the routing problem as a hierarchy of methods one of which ('GetLocation') returns the current locations of objects in the format of point coordinates on the map. The example under consideration requires to determine the locations of hospitals. The method 'GetLocation' uses data from sensors. The set of environmental resources comprises no sensors dealing with static objects like hospitals, and this set comprises some other resources. One of them (A) implements a method ('MedicalCareSuggestions') intended to make recommendations what medical care organizations can be used to access some specific medical service. This source contains a database with information about the hospitals. The resource A returns the hospitals' addresses in an address format. The other resource (B) implements the method ('Conversions') that converts the address formats into the format of coordinates. The successive execution of the methods 'MedicalCareSuggestions' and 'Conversion's is an alternative way to calculate the hospital locations in the format of coordinates.
At the stage of the abstract context reuse the knowledge fusion result is twofold: a new (alternative) problem solving method and a new configuration of the resource network. A specification of the new method(s) is introduced in the abstract context. The context structure is changed, at that this context remains autonomous. The autonomies and structures of the resources representing the new method(s) are preserved.
In the case of abstract context reuse the knowledge fusion pattern is nested. The main pattern configured fusion (Table 4) includes the extension pattern. The extension pattern corresponds to the introducing the new specification in the context. Besides producing the operational context, the environmental resources solve the problem of planning emergency response actions based on this context. This problem is solved as a constraint satisfaction problem. The solution is a set of alternative emergency response actions feasible in the current emergency situation. An emergency response plan is a set of emergency responders with required helping services, schedules for the responders' activities, and transportation routes for the mobile responders. The types of emergency responders being included in the plans depend on their availabilities, the emergency situation type, the geography and infrastructure of the region. Figure 4 introduces an example of a response plan for the fire situation. In the plans earlier independent entities become related, i.e. new relations between these entities have arisen.
The plans are represented in the picture of the operational context. In this way, the operational context and the results of problem solving are fused forming, at that, a new knowledge source. This new source represents knowledge of a new type (the instantiated knowledge fused with the solution set).
During problem solving the operational context dissolves within the new knowledge source and does not preserve the structure and autonomy. At time of alternatives generation the environmental resources and the operational context are related (non-autonomous). The knowledge fusion effects produced at this stage are 1) new relations between entities, 2) a problem solution, and 3) a new knowledge source of a new type. Table 5 presents a fragment of the flat fusion pattern for the problem solving processes. The decision maker chooses an alternative from the set of feasible ones. The system facilitates the process of decision making by providing efficiency criteria which the decision maker could apply to the proposed set of alternatives. Applying such criteria allows the CADSS to narrow down the set of alternatives to 1 -3 ones. The chosen alternative is considered as the decision. According to this decision the response actions are undertaken.
The situation may change from the moment the decision was made to the moment of its implementation. The responders whom the decision is delivered may be unable to implement it in the changed circumstances. In some cases, the activities assigned to the responders who become unable to operate can be delegated to or redistributed between other responders participating in the decision implementation. As a result of this, the responders that are ready to take the assignments gain new capabilities / competencies.
For instance, an emergency team trained to rescue operations has failed in the course of actions because of a road destruction, ambulance blockage, etc. In certain cases these operations can be delegated to available teams. In the CADSS the emergency responders are represented by their profiles. In the case of consent, the plan (the decision) is adjusted accordingly and the profiles of the teams agreed to take part in the rescue operations are extended with the new capability.
At the time of decision implementation, the responders taking part in the response plan are not autonomous. Moreover, in the course of the response actions the structures of their profiles as well as the decision structure may change. The changed decision structure results in changing the structure of the knowledge source containing the set of solutions. This knowledge source is not autonomous until the decision is implemented. The knowledge fusion result produced in the course of decision implementation consists in gaining new capabilities / competencies by the emergency responders. The adaptation pattern (Table 6 ) generalizes this case. Once the interactions of the decision maker with the CADSS have been finished (the decision has been implemented), the abstract context, the operational context, the decision, and the resources' representations are saved in a context archive. At that, the operational context and the resources' representations are saved in their states at the instant of the alternatives generation. In the archive all the listed components are related (non-autonomous). The archive is used to an inference of new knowledge based on the accumulated one.
For instance, the emergency team encircled in Figure 4 participated in different emergency response actions. Some operational contexts in which this team appeared and then participated in 34 corresponding actions do not represent any instances of the class 'Emergency response organization' specified in the abstract context. This assumes that the emergency team in question is a part of one of the hospitals represented in the operational contexts together with this team. Based on the operational context ( Figure 5 ) it can be concluded that most probably the team is a part of hospital 5 represented in this context since the context does not represent any other hospitals from Figure 4 except for this one. The Part-of relationship between hospital 5 and the encircled emergency team is the newly revealed relation. The revealing of a new knowledge based on a set of observations is a kind of inductive inference.
The inference produces a new knowledge about conceptual schemes as the knowledge fusion result. This new knowledge is specified in the application ontology. As a result of this, the structure of the application ontology is changed but its autonomy is preserved. Table 7 shows a fragment of the historical fusion pattern for the process of archival knowledge management. 
Pattern Relations
The relations between the knowledge fusion patterns in the CADSS are shown in Figure 6 (the fire response scenario is used as the example). The abstract context is created using the simple fusion pattern. The application ontology serves as the pattern input. The abstract context represents non-instantiated ontological 35 knowledge for solving the problem of planning fire response actions. This context is the input for three patterns.
The first one is the extension pattern. This pattern is applied when the knowledge represented in the abstract context can be used to infer a new knowledge. In the scenario under consideration the new relationship between the representations of a mobile responder and the routing method is inferred. In the extension pattern the abstract context is both the pattern's input and output.
The second pattern, which uses the abstract context as its input, is the configured fusion. This pattern is applied when the abstract context is reused, i.e. when this context is put into a situation with a new (earlier unused) set of environmental sources. These sources are expected to instantiate the abstract context and solve problems specified in it. To fulfill this expectation, a new set of environmental sources has to configure a new knowledge source network. In the fire response scenario the abstract context is put in the situation in which the knowledge source (a sensor) intended to provide the hospitals' locations in the format of coordinates is missing. But the set of environmental sources includes two other knowledge sources. These sources provide the methods 'MedicalCareSuggestions' and 'Conversions'. Successive execution of the two available methods creates an alternative to the missing source. The two methods get specified in the abstract context. That is, the abstract context is both the input and output of the configured fusion pattern. The third pattern, in which the abstract context serves as the pattern's input, is the instantiated fusion. This pattern is used to produce an operational context that is a near real time representation of the fire situation. The knowledge source network configured according to the abstract context produces the operational context. The operational context is the output of the instantiated fusion pattern.
Besides the operational context is a near real time representation of the situation, it specifies the problem of planning fire response actions. The specification indicates what data from the situation representation are to be used to solve this problem. The operational context is the input for the flat fusion pattern. This pattern is responsible for problem solving. The result of problem solving is the set of fire response plans. The output of the flat fusion pattern is a knowledge source fusing the near real time representation of the fire situation and the set of plans. After the decision maker has chosen one plan, this knowledge source fuses the near real time representation of the fire situation and the chosen plan.
The source representing the fire situation along with the fire response plan is an input for the adaptation pattern. The adaptation pattern is applied when one of the fire responders becomes unable to participate in the planned fire response actions and the activities planned to this responder can be delegated to other responders from the plan. If a responder agrees to undertake the delegated activities the plan is corrected appropriately, the corrections get introduced in the knowledge source representing this plan. The profile of this responder is extended with the new competence corresponding to the undertaken activity. The profiles of the fire responders included in the plan are other inputs for the adaptation pattern. The outputs of this pattern coincide with the pattern's inputs (the source representing the fire situation along with the fire response plan and the responders' profiles).
The operational contexts or near real time representations of different emergency situations the CADSS has ever dealt with are saved in the archive. The accumulated operational contexts provide the basis for inductive inference of a new explicit knowledge from the hidden one. This is the case of the historical fusion pattern usage. The input of this pattern is the set of accumulated operational contexts. It gets the new knowledge introduced in the application ontology, which is the output of this pattern. In the fire response scenario a new (not specified in the application ontology) relationship between the hospital and the emergency team is inferred. This relationship indicates that the emergency team participated in different emergency response operations belongs to the hospital found together with this team is the operational contexts.
Pattern-Based Methodology
The offered methodology follows four steps: 1) capturing the user requirements to the system functionality; 2) specification of the system's information requirements; 3) matching the system requirements against the user requirements; 4) finding feasible system functionality.
The proposed patterns enable to formulate the system requirements in terms of the patterns' inputs/outputs (Table 8 ). Further on in this paper only the patterns' inputs are taken into account to formulate the requirements. The patterns' inputs and outputs jointly are planned to be used to track the information flows across the CADSS' stages and between the patterns. These flows manifest interrelationships between the stages and thereupon allow ones to specify explicitly in the methodology what output scenario components can serve as the input at what stage. The analysis of the applicable patterns results in the following system functionality. The system can reuse the existing abstract context. As introducing any knowledge into this context is not allowed, this context can be reused if the previously used set of environmental resources is available. At that, any new network configurations are senseless as they cannot be specified in the context. Having the abstract context and the resource network the system can provide the user with an operational context (the dynamic picture of the situation) and a set of feasible decisions in this situation. As the user is able to manage the actors' profiles, the system provides him/her with the ability to manage the decision implementation. The operational contexts produced based on the reusable abstract context can be archived, inductive inference over them can be supported but the inference results cannot be retained.
The system requirements (Table 8) are formulated for the particular CADSS. The patterns' parameters are presented in the way they are used in this CADSS. These parameters generalized are presented in Table 9 (the columns "System requirements"). These columns formalize possible parameters' values for general cases and formulate general conditions for the patterns applicability. In the table the following notation is used: "a" -autonomous knowledge objects, "na" -non-autonomous, "m" -modifiable, "nm" -not-modifiable, "/" -logical OR, "&" -logical AND. The resource network is considered as a single knowledge object. Modifiable resource network means that this network is reconfigurable, at that any changes inside the network nodes are not supposed (the structures of the resource organizing the network are not changed). User requirements are demonstrated by an example. For instance, the user does not possess any application ontology. Though, he/she has an unalterable abstract context representing the abstract situation this user usually deals with and a set of resources authorized for his/her needs. As well, this user can manage the actors' profiles as at he/she discretion. The example of the user requirements is presented in the column "User requirements" ( Table 9 ). "Not defined" parameter value means that the user has no specific requirements to the input component. The system designers can manipulate such a component according to their choice. Here it is supposed that the system provides the user with the components resulted in the system scenario execution with the parameters required for the overall system functionality.
The system requirements are matched against the user requirements to determine the patterns applicability for this user (the column "Pattern applicability" of Table 9 ). Table 9 demonstrates that the fully applicable patterns are instantiated fusion, flat fusion, and adaptation. The configured fusion and historical fusion patterns are applicable partly. The applicability of the configured fusion covers management of the resource network. The historical fusion pattern allows for some inductive inference. The remaining patterns are inapplicable.
The proposed functionality means that the user can deal with the situation he/she usually deals with, solve repetitive problems with different values for the problems' variables, and manage the decision implementation. For instance, applying to the emergency management domain, the system can support decisions on the emergency situations caused by one and the same type of event. At that, such types of events are supposed to happen in some area where the system has access to a fixed and the same set of environmental resources.
Conclusion
A pattern-based methodology for design of context-aware decision support systems has been proposed. Such systems are supposed to support knowledge fusion processes. The core of the methodology is knowledge fusion patterns. The patterns, along with other issues, characterize knowledge sources involved in the knowledge fusion processes in terms of preservation/change of the sources' autonomies and structures. In the methodology, the patterns are used to specify the requirements to the knowledge sources from the system to ensure the full system functionality.
The proposed methodology enables to offer feasible system functionality to the users depending on their requirements to the functionality and the constraints on the sources of information and knowledge. The methodology contributes to existing methodologies and 39 approaches to system design and development in the consideration of the knowledge fusion patterns for the specification of the requirements to the systems' resources and/or sources.
So far, the proposed methodology is limited to the requirements to the sources providing information and knowledge for knowledge fusion. In perspective it is planned to specify requirements to the sources that contain the knowledge fusion results, i.e., the target sources. This will allow the designers to be more specific about the feasible system functionality due to consideration of the sources that are not specified explicitly as target ones, but contain information and knowledge required at certain stage of system usage. As well, the analysis of requirements to the initial sources and target ones jointly will enable to define dependencies between the internal knowledge sources (the application ontology, the abstract contexts, and the archived operational contexts) and the system functionality and to make decisions if a certain pattern is needed in the current scenario. For instance, usage of the adaptation pattern and the historical fusion pattern is not necessary in all decision situations.
